
Chair frame dimensions shown in diagram - designed for standard deep seat cushions.

Preparation

SHOPPING LIST

5 - 2x4 @ 8 feet long
1 - 2x2 @ 2 feet long (or rip down a 2x4 scrap)
50 - 3" self tapping wood screws
Exterior finish (fence, deck or siding products)
Deep seat cushion set (24" x 24" x 5" or 25" x 25" x 5" seat cushion)

CUT LIST

2 - 2x4 @ 35-1/8" - arm rests
2 - 2x4 @ 32-1/4" both ends cut at 5 degrees o� square, ends are parallel, long point to
short point measurement - seat stringer



8 - 2x4 @ 24"
4 - 2x4 @ 20-1/2”
1 - 2x2 @ 24" (or rip a 2x4 scrap down to 1-1/2" wide and use)

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Cut the longest boards first to fit all cuts on the 2x4 boards.

TOOLS



Instructions

STEP 1
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Attach the armrest to the legs with two screws per joint.

Mark the seat stringer placement and attach with two screws per joint.  For thinner seat cushions,
the seat stringer can be moved upward.



STEP 2
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Attach the second armrest to the remaining two legs.

Then position on top of the first arm rest and position the seat stringer so it match the first seat
stringer.  The two arm rest need to be built in mirror.  

Attach with two screws per joint.



STEP 3
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Attach the front apron with two screws per joint.

Measure back the depth of the seat cushion (24" or 25") and attach the back seat slat.

Then evenly space the remaining slats and attach.  TIP: Place the center slat and attach, then
center the remaining two slats.

Use 1-1/2" pocket holes and 2-1/2" pocket hole screws to attach the back support.



STEP 4
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Position the remaining two 2x4 @ 24" at the back of the last seat slat.  It will rest on the back rest.

Attach to the seat stringer.  Then attach at the back and the base - these boards add considerable
structure to the chair and act as a cross bracing.



STEP 5
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Measure and cut the top 2x2 to fit.

If you have a tablesaw, you can rip a 2x4 down in size and attach it at the top.



STEP 6
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For more back support, a third board in the center is recommended.

For an overall "beefier" chair, add the arm supports and screw from top and legs.


